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Abstract
A shielded IMS 6f has been installed in the LECA faciiitv. CEA Cadarache France. The
v11.\as perlor~wany CAMECA Cornpan) sh cn sells lnc statlaaro IMS 61 Word ng on n.nc.ea'
nalerla req- rcs in oeplr, mod l callonj of lllc apparaus ISPI
Desptte lricsc rlloo l cdl ons, Inc S.? eoen
S MS llas lne same ,eve o: perIorma.re as tne slanoaru avparalbs Tne oes gn of lnc mod11eo apparal.,
is presented and the safety aspects are emphasised.
n .c ,-ar:,at

The shieided SlMS should be allowed to handle irradiated samples at the end of 2001
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1. Introduction
The Department for Fuel Studies of CEA has decided to install a shieided SIMS in Cadarache
centre. Sims analysis on highly radioactive samples is not broadly performed in the woridl/". This device is
designed as a complemenlaiy tool for the characterisation of the physical and chemical state of irradiated
nuclear fuels together with SEM, EMPA, ceramography and X-ray diffraction. It will provide a local isotopic
analysis with a high sensitivity, which becomes more and more necessaiy to iit experimental needs in R&D
of nuclear industiy
In this paper the nuclearisation of the shielded SlMS is presented. After a brief description of the
apparatus, the constraints attached to irradiated samples are expressed, and the subsequent design is
Presented
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2. Standard apparatus
The CAMECA IMS 6f is a maonetic sector mass soectrometer based instrument ootimized for
h in pun\ 10 ppo range aeldcton .mls 1s
o,rn 1: c SlhlS sou ca1.0ns uepir yioi ng s n l Jn mcro;:op/,
mdss spb:irdtne:e' OFI ;a1 ;)slim atraogemeni otlcis 1v.o operaldiy nioocs. in croscope ana m crourooe
In the microscooe mode. the mass soectrometer provides a mass filtered imaae of the sample
surface with a lateral resolution &v determinid bv, the ooical
orooerties
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rransn ;,'XI ren-ccu. Tne mcroicopc mode manes posstbc me .se uf arge prman, oeam c.rroms n
order to run analyses with good detection limitsand very short acquisition time.
The microprobe mode is dedicated to applications requiring sub-micron lateral resolution. Lateral resolution
down to 0.2 pm can be obtained, but in this case, vibrations must be kept at low level.
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The IMS 61 mass specfrometer features high mass resolution (up to 25000), which are of prime
importance for resolving mass interferences in the nuclear ceramic. In order to further reduce mass
interferences and to avoid samole contamination bv residual aas
- (for
. examole for the analvsis of hvdroaen
n Z r:ollu,
giamog ~ h \cdnu
l
I oos arc rcq.. rho Tne MS 61 can reacn 11 me saniple cnamner an
.Itmai? ;iress.re of 7r10 rnoar For neeping i l l t i e conomons ana fur li gn analys s -hroLgnpJI samp es
are introduced through a manual airlock system

.

Other key features of the IMS 6f include : electron gun with unique self compensation mode for
insulating material analysis, multiple primary ion species (02', O ~ CS'
,
and Ar*), variable primary ions
incident energy, full automation,...

3. Design of a shielded SlMS
Handling highly radioactive materials requires protections against radiationand against
contamination. However these protections does not need to be the same in all situations, that is why two
different situations were considered with the goal to analyse 4 SV.~.' (measured at 5 cm from the source)
Samples while keeping the dose level outside of the machine at a maximum level of 25 @v.h.'.
The protection during sample introduction and analysis is periormed by a 10 cm thick lead wall
surrounding the sample chamber and the introduction airlock. This will guaranty the specified dose level of
25 @.h.' as soon as the distance from the sample is larger than 50 cm. Far the primary and secondary
optical axis of the machine, where screening is not possible, additional 10 cm thick iron wall are used.
Detailed description is done in the gamma shield description $4.3.
During maintenance operation, because of irradiation, the sample is removed. However, as SlMS
analysis is a destructive method, different parts of the machine could be contaminated. Most of the
contamination (about 95 %i
is deoosited in front of the samde. on the immersion lens.. but Dart
. of it can
3150 rwCn IOC
b r mar) CO
a ipllmOm and !be entrance t of Inn spcclrometer Tnese parts v, .b4s
I W C IC oe u;smo.mied n a confneo n ervronmnni h4ax m.rni uuse eve 'ur nmnterla~ccopsraiion S 2
n S \ I a1 20 cm In lyplca. anti es s con01 ons nan n q n a c t v ~ ysampes lnls corrnwonu5 :o a n o ~ lC00
t
hours of suutterina. In order to oermanentlv control the-contamlnation'of the machine: real time monitorina
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Special care has to be taken for protecting the different detectors of the machine. This concern the
electron multiplier for quantitative measurement as well as the microchannelplate-fluorescent screen
assembly used for direct imaging, the resistive anode encoder and video cameras.
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Figure 1 General synoptic of the IMS 6fR.

4. Ion microprobe nuclear adaptation
Nuclear adaptation of the ion microprobe concerns the basic machine itself and the new pans:
introduction system, gamma shield and containment box. General synoptic of the instrument is shown on
Figure 1 with in black the gamma shielding, in red the containment box and in blue the apparatus and
iniroduction system.

4.1. Adaptation of the basic machine
As already emphasised, the immersion lens is the most contaminated part of the machine when
analysing hiahiv radioactive samples. It has been modified for easy and rapid non contact exchange by

Figure 1 Exchange of the immersion lens
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a containment box

Figure 3 Sample holder
means of a dedicated tool as seen in the Figure 2

AS no access to the machine is possible during analysis, all the diaphragms and slits have been
fully motorised. Slits and adjustments diaphragms can be set, their tuning saved and after recalled by
specific alignment files. Position reproducibility is better than 5 pm.
The primary aperture diaphragm and the entrance slit assembly, which can also be contaminated by
sputtered particles have been adapted for a tight dismounting. This concerns also the spectrometer
isolation valve.
Other modifications have been done for the sample stage. the sample illuminator (by optical fibre).
and the oxygen leak (with manual remote command).

4.2.Introduction system
The manual airlock of the IMS 6f cannot be used for highly radioactive samples. A new introduction
system has been realised. It includes:
+ A new airlock in which the openingiclosing introduction door and the loadingiunloading
sample holder is done by remote manipulations.
r A motorised transfer rod with torque limitation. This ensures an automatic and precise
positioning of the sample holder on the sample stage as well as security in case of incident.
The sample holder in the Figure 3 has been modified for a very safe sample mounting. It is
gravitationally mounted on the transfer rod, two locating pins maintaining it in the right position. It accepts
'25 mm diameter with a maximum of 13 mm thickness.
Transfer into the samole chamber is done bv, a combination of transfer rod and s a m ~ l estaoe
conlro a ine n w veo l ~ r c l % o nIrunder
s
MailJn scc,,rly operatull for noln tne lrltrooLcl~onroo an0 lne sanlplc stage s
i x . . r r , samne slogr!
also possible for sample recovery in c a s e i f trouble. Introduction system is shown on Figure 4.
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4.3. Gamma shielding
The IMS 6fR Gamma Shieldino has been desioned to reduce the dose emitted bv a hiah activitv
s a m ~ i c10 an accoplanle dose 1e.e iur me anoraiuq. IS o a s m ) c~os,sts01a 10 cm tncn lcao casd A !h
IW c o m p o , ~ ~ v
IeeoinroJgns
~~s
ana o w n ngs wccssar, !or uic opcralion a'io serv.ce uf 111clnach~neToc
shielding is complefed by additional iron walls for the primary and secondary column axis
It is realised in several independent walls tightly assembled and fixed on a thick stainless steel
base plate. When necessary. chicanery ensures an efficient radiation tightness. The lead walls are realised
in molten lead. External part of the lead walls is covered by 5 to 10 mm thick steel plates, with
decontaminable painting. Total mass of the Gamma Shielding is 1'2.4 tons.
A general view of the lead castle is shown on Figure 5 .
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Figure 2 IMS 6fR implantation
The front door is movable on air bearings and includes a manipulator and a lead glass window (20
cm thick). The laterai and rear wails include doors and opening for accessing the different parts of the
machine which could require maintenance (sample stage, spectrometer isolation valve, oxygen leak.
primary diaphragms, Titanium Sublimation Pump,...). The right side wail protects the detectors (electron
muitiplier, microchannel plate) from the radiation. Possibility for additional shielding of the detector has
been managed on that wall. The entry for sample transfer can be done either on the 'angle' panel or on the
ieft wall. The first configuration has been chose.
A tunnel connected to an external preparation chamber is underway.
All the design is earth quake resistant up to 9.8 m? s ~ horizontal
'
acceieration.
The thickness of the Gamma Shield as well as its geometry guaranty a very efficient protection for the
radiation. Assuming a 1 MeV gamma radiation with an initial dose of 4 Svlh at 5 cm. the resultant dose at
the operator current positions are:
+ 2.2 pSv/h at the front door (sample manipulation operations).
+ 1 pSvlh at the command desk (control of the machine and analysis position).
Those are calcuiated values. Precise measurements have not yet been done with a real high
activity source. However, preliminary radiation leak test carried with a CS 137 source (0.4 Gylh) and
babyiine detectors have shown no detectabie leaks.

4.4. Alpha containment glove box
The IMS 6fR glove box has a ieak rate < 10.~ volume of the glove box / hour.

A general view of the containment box is shown on Figure 6. The glove box is a 5 mm thick
Stainless steel box. It is made of welded oaneis and a oiexialass transoarent oanel. All the anaies of the
g m e "ox are r0Jrlur.o !or eas, ucconinn;nat,or ltle i;onom of me gmoiuuoxnas 15- .ncl.neu~eugesfor
~ CA
easy rcc3.eq 01 sampe ihoner or utiler peces accacnia y iallen in rhc oox T w fronl p a w 10 I I I ih
poiycarbonate) has feedthroughs for two gioves and a manipulator. The glove box also has electrical
feedthroughs for supplying the sample high voltage and sample stage motorisation. Sampie introduction is
done through an alpha door. A 400 mm feedthrough in a laterai panel allow the introduction or extraction of
big materiais like sample holder and its joint. The glove box is equipped with a gamma detector for radiation
control.
The top of the glove box includes the ventilation system and a lighting system. The ventilation
component is compiete with comprising filters, valves and securities. It can support a flow of 30 m3/h,i.e. a
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Figure 6 a containment box.
renewing rate of 60 volumes /h. This allows to use the giove box even when baking the machine. Safety
valve will maintain gas flow even in case of glove hreaking. An other safety valve preserve the box from
impiosion A flow meter and a manometer display the effective flow through the box and the depression in it.
The ventiiation can induce vibration or1 the machine. Also metallic bellows between the containment box
and the apparatus (sample chamber and introduction system) has been mounted.
A set of different tools is provided for operation and servicing inside of the giove box. Some of
these tools can he adapted to the manipulator when used with a sampie inside the glove box or the sampie
chamber; others are manipulated directly with the gloves, when no sample is present in the machine and
after having opened the gamma shield front door.

5. Receipts and specifications
Despite these modifications the performances of the IMS 6f were kept equivalent to those of a
standard apparatus, and were evaluated during the testing period. The more significant performances
obtained are:
t
7.10' bar vacuum in the sample chamber
t
Mass resolution MlAM better than 25 000
r Detection limit of 1 0 ' ~atomslcm3 of boron and 1 0 ' ~atoms/cm3 of phosphor in implanted
silicon
+ Laterai resolution of 0.2 "m with a caesium beam in scanning mode
Ail maintenance operations similar to reai conditions of contaminalion were realized (exchange of
the immersion lens, diaphragms...).
The accessibility of different organs has been also verified. The extraction of the titanium subiimator
is shown on Figure 7.

gloves box and the extraction of the door of the sample chamber in a a tight bag. Because its weight this
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Fig. 1 : extraction of the titanium sublimator
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Fig. 2: table with sample chambe~

last operation requires a table realise by CAMECA and shown on Figure 8.
The apparatus was installed in 1999 and has been working on unirradiated samples since May 99.
The examination of nuclear samples requires to be connected with the ventilation of the laboratory and to
realize a channel connected to an external preparation chamber. This has not been done when installing
the IMS 6fR because the whole facility is in a renewal process, which implies that no new apparatus can be
installed without a renewal of the room where it is located in. These operations are underway and we will be
able to start the examination on irradiated samples at the end of the year 2001
This delay was used as a training period in order to test the capabilities of the SlMS method on
nuclear topics. Some obtained results are presented at Dimitrovgrad '" and shown the versatility of the
apparatus.

6. Conclusions
A shielded SIMS, the IMS 6fR from CAMECA allows to handle and analyse highly radioactive
samples. Its design was optimised to preserved all analytical performances. its capabilities were tested with
unirradiated samples. The shielded SlMS should be fully operational on irradiated specimens at the end of
the year 2001

7.
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